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U R S U K OY

Someone has to lead the way for others
to follow
Ursuk Oy is a Finnish company established in 1964.
We manufacture Ursuit ® dry suits for all kinds of water
activities, both under and above the surface. Main product
groups are diving, immersion and sailing dry suits. The Ursuit
dry suit range consists of over 15 immersion suit models and
over 10 diving dry suit models in many colors for both men
and women. Because every person is unique Ursuk Oy also
manufactures tailor-made dry suits modified for customer
needs.
- Modern production facilities in Turku, Finland
- Staff: 70 persons
- Turnover: 10 m eur
- Production: 12 000 suits / year
- Main markets: northern and central Europe
- Clients in USA, Russia and Asia
- Customers all over the world
- Numerous innovations and patents, e.g.:
- Cordura seam
- Gemino two-piece dry suit
- Waterproof ZipLock meachanism
- Heavy Light’s ”Copy If You Can” technology
5
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URSUIT DIVING DRY SUITS

URSUIT CORDURA FZ

Ursuit Cordura FZ is developed for demanding

feel like a regular garment, and adapt to us-

wreck and technical diving operations, which

ers movements smoothly. The revised cut of the

cannot be compromised by suit breakage.

sleeves and shoulders enable excellent mobili-

Cordura coated three-layer fabric provides the

ty. The crotch seam is renewed to prevent wear-

best possible abrasion and tear resistance, as

and-tear and to provide even better abrasion

well as high class durability.

resistance.

One of Cordura’s essential guidelines is the

The Flat Seam –structure enables a durable

Heavy Light –philosophy, which incorporates

and flexible seam, which removes uneven lay-

heavy performance underwater with lightness

ers within the seam. The Cordura FZ has ad-

and ease above water. In addition to durability

ditional polyurethane Ursuit Shield -reinforce-

and modifiable features, this is one of the main

ments on the crotch, bottom, elbows and knees.

reasons why many defence forces around the

Roomy and easy accessible Tech-pockets, with

world have chosen the Cordura.

integrated D-ring and bungee loops. A small
pocket on the flap with zipper closure.

The front zipper allows the user to don the suit

Also available in Lady-sizing. The lady model

without assistance. The cover flap on the dry

of the suit is bicoloured, with a red upper part

zipper protects the zipper from sand and dirt,

and a black lower part.

as well as prevents the jacket from rubbing
against the zipper teeth.

Weight (Size L): 3,6kg

The suit has integrated suspenders, which together with the crotch strap enable a telescopic waist structure. These features make the suit
AVAILABLE COLORS:
The Suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
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URSUIT CORDURA BZ

Ursuit Cordura BZ is developed for demanding

The cover flap on the dry zipper protects the

wreck and technical diving operations, which

zipper from sand and dirt, as well as prevents

cannot be compromised by suit breakage.

the jacket from rubbing against the zipper teeth.

Cordura coated three-layer fabric provides the
best possible abrasion and tear resistance, as

The Flat Seam –structure enables a durable

well as high class durability.

and flexible seam, which removes uneven layers within the seam.

One of Cordura’s essential guidelines is the
Heavy Light –philosophy, which incorporates

The Cordura BZ has additional polyurethane

heavy performance underwater with lightness

Ursuit Shield -reinforcements on the crotch,

and ease above water.In addition to durability

bottom, elbows and knees. Roomy and easy

and modifiable features, this is one of the main

accessible Tech-pockets, with integrated D-ring

reasons why many defence forces around the

and bungee loops. A small pocket on the flap

world have chosen the Cordura. The revised

with zipper closure.

cut of the sleeves and shoulders enable excellent mobility. The crotch seam is renewed

Weight (Size L): 3,6kg

to prevent wear-and-tear and to provide even
better abrasion resistance.

AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
9

URSUIT CORDURA REDQ

Ursuit Cordura RedQ is developed for the dis-

feel like a regular garment, and adapt to user’s

tinctive requirements of rescue diving and sur-

movements smoothly. The revised cut of the

face rescue operations. Durable material and

sleeves and shoulders enable excellent mobili-

high visibility make the suit also a perfect choice

ty. The crotch seam is renewed to prevent wear-

for wreck divers and technical divers.

and-tear and to provide even better abrasion

URSUIT DIVING DRY SUITS

resistance.
RedQ is made of highly durable three-layer
Cordura material. In addition to its robustness,

The Flat Seam –seam structure enables a dura-

the suit provides a first-class ergonomy and

ble and flexible seam structure, which removes

comfort. A complete set of reflectors as stand-

uneven layers within the seam. The RedQ has

ard enhances the safety of all dives.

additional polyurethane Ursuit Shield -reinforcements on the knees. Roomy and easy ac-

Front zipper allows the user to don the suit with-

cessible Tech-pockets, with integrated D-ring

out assistance. The cover flap on the dry zipper

and bungee loops. A small pocket on the flap

protects the zipper from sand and dirt, as well

with zipper closure.

as prevents the jacket from rubbing against the
zipper teeth.

Weight (Size L): 4,0kg

The suit has integrated suspenders, which together with the crotch strap enable a telescopic waist structure. These features make the suit

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
10

URSUIT CORDURA FZ LADY

Ursuit Cordura FZ is developed for demanding

strap enable a telescopic waist structure. These

wreck and technical diving operations, which

features make the suit feel like a regular gar-

cannot be compromised by suit breakage.

ment, and adapt to user’s movements smoothly.

Cordura coated three-layer fabric provides the
best possible abrasion and tear resistance, as

The revised cut of the sleeves and shoulders

well as high class durability.

enable excellent mobility. The crotch seam is
renewed to prevent wear-and-tear and to pro-

One of Cordura’s essential guidelines is the

vide even better abrasion resistance. The Flat

Heavy Light –philosophy, which incorporates

Seam –structure enables a durable and flexible

heavy performance underwater with lightness

seam, which removes uneven layers within the

and ease above water. In addition of durability

seam.

and modifiable features, this is one of the most
common reasons why so many defence forces

The Cordura FZ has additional polyurethane

around the world have chosen Cordura.

Ursuit Shield -reinforcements on the crotch,
bottom, elbows and knees. Roomy and easy

The front zipper allows the user to don the suit

accessible Tech-pockets, with integrated D-ring

without assistance. The cover flap on the dry

and bungee loops. A small pocket on the flap

zipper protects the zipper from sand and dirt,

with zipper closure.

as well as prevents the jacket from rubbing
against the zipper teeth. The suit has integrat-

Weight (Size L): 4,0kg

ed suspenders, which together with the crotch

AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
11

URSUIT DIVING DRY SUITS

URSUIT SOFTDURA

Ursuit Softdura is made of highly durable

and adapt to user’s movements smoothly. The

three-layer material, which is still flexible and

revised cut of the sleeves and shoulders enable

comfortable to wear. The ergonomy of the suit

excellent mobility. The crotch seam is renewed

is top of the line, which makes it perfect for

to prevent wear-and-tear and to provide even

longer dives.

better abrasion resistance.

The front zipper allows the user to don the suit

Stitched seams make the suit construction possi-

without assistance. The cover flap on the dry

ble without external taping. The durability of the

zipper protects the zipper from sand and dirt,

suit is even further enhanced by the robust Cor-

as well as prevents the jacket from rubbing

dura reinforcements on the knees, crotch, bot-

against the zipper teeth.

tom and elbows. Roomy and easy accessible
Tech-pockets on thighs, with integrated D-ring

The suit has integrated suspenders, which to-

and bungee loops. A small pocket on the flap

gether with the crotch strap enable a telescopic

with zipper closure.

waist structure. The waist and the material properties make the suit feel like a regular garment,

Weight (Size L): 4,3kg

AVAILABLE COLORS:

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
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URSUIT SOFTDURA LADY

Ursuit Softdura is made of highly durable

and adapt to user’s movements smoothly. The

three-layer material, which is still flexible and

revised cut of the sleeves and shoulders enable

comfortable to wear. The ergonomy of the suit

excellent mobility. The crotch seam is renewed

is top of the line, which makes it perfect for

to prevent wear-and-tear and to provide even

longer dives.

better abrasion resistance.

The front zipper allows the user to don the suit

Stitched seams make the suit construction pos-

without assistance. The cover flap on the dry

sible without external taping. The durability of

zipper protects the zipper from sand and dirt,

the suit is even further enhanced by the robust

as well as prevents the jacket from rubbing

Cordura reinforcements on the knees, crotch,

against the zipper teeth.

bottom and elbows. Roomy and easy accessible Tech-pockets on thighs, with integrated

The suit has integrated suspenders, which to-

D-ring and bungee loops. A small pocket on

gether with the crotch strap enable a telescopic

the flap with zipper closure.

waist structure. The waist and the material properties make the suit feel like a regular garment,

Weight (Size L): 4,3kg

AVAILABLE COLORS:

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
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URSUIT LITE

Ursuit Lite is made of very light and breathable

ments smoothly. The revised cut of the sleeves

four-layer material. The suit is easy to don, and

and shoulders enable excellent mobility. The

it dries quickly. Ursuit Lite is perfect for warm

crotch seam is renewed to prevent wear-and-

water diving.

tear and to provide even better abrasion resist-

URSUIT DIVING DRY SUITS

ance. The suit is equipped with a warm neck
The front zipper allows the user to don the suit

collar for added comfort in cold water dives.

without assistance. The cover flap on the dry

The warm neck is compatible with most sepa-

zipper protects the zipper from sand and dirt,

rate hoods.

as well as prevents the jacket from rubbing
against the zipper teeth. The zipper type is a

The suit has Softdura reinforcements at the

YKK Aquaseal PU zipper, allowing maximal

elbows, knees, shoulders and crotch for en-

comfort and adaptivity.

hanced durability.

The suit has integrated suspenders, which to-

Weight (Size L): 3,4kg

gether with the crotch strap enable a telescopic
waist structure. These features combined with
the Aquaseal zipper make the suit feel like a
regular garment, and adapt to the user’s move-

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
14

URSUIT BDS KEVLAR

Ursuit BDS Kevlar is a suit developed for de-

excellent mobility. The crotch seam is renewed

manding operations such as surface rescue,

to prevent wear-and-tear and to provide even

professional diving and technical diving.

better abrasion resistance.

The material is lightweight and breathable
three-layer fabric with 20% Kevlar reinforce-

Stitched seams make the suit construction pos-

ment, making the suit very comfortable.

sible without external taping. The durability of
the suit is even further enhanced by the poly-

The front zipper allows the user to don the suit

urethane Ursuit Shield -reinforcements on the

without assistance. The cover flap on the dry

shoulders, crotch, knees and bottom. Roomy

zipper protects the zipper from sand and dirt,

and easy accessible Tech-pockets, with inte-

as well as prevents the jacket from rubbing

grated D-ring and bungee loops. A small pock-

against the zipper teeth.

et on the flap with zipper closure. The orange
coloured version of the BDS Kevlar has also

The suit has integrated suspenders, which to-

reflectors as a standard feature for added visi-

gether with the crotch strap enable a telescopic

bility and safety.

waist structure. The waist and the light material
make the suit feel like a regular workwear gar-

Also available in Lady-sizing.

ment, providing best possible ergonomy. The
revised cut of the sleeves and shoulders enable

Weight (Size L): 3,8kg

AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
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URSUIT HEAVY LIGHT

Ursuit Heavy Light is a long-term favourite for

waist structure. These features combined with

several different purposes. The very lightweight

the Aquaseal zipper make the suit feel like a

yet resistant trilaminate material provides excel-

regular garment, and adapt to the user’s move-

lent performance for both entry level diver and

ments smoothly. The front zipper allows the user

an experienced one.

to don the suit without assistance. The cover

URSUIT DIVING DRY SUITS

flap on the dry zipper protects the zipper from
The revised cut of the sleeves and shoulders

sand and dirt, as well as prevents the jacket

enable excellent mobility. The crotch seam

from rubbing against the zipper teeth.

is renewed to prevent wear-and-tear and to
provide even better abrasion resistance. The

The roomy and easily accessible thigh pockets

light-build YKK Aquaseal PU zipper provides

are made from the same material as the suit it-

comfort and adaptibility to movement.

self.

The suit is equipped with a warm neck collar for

Weight (Size L): 3,6kg

added comfort in cold water dives. The warm
neck is compatible with most separate hoods.
The suit has integrated suspenders, which together with the crotch strap enable a telescopic

AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
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URSUIT HEAVY LIGHT RESCUE

Ursuit Heavy Light Rescue is developed for

The roomy and easy accessible thigh pockets

demanding rescue operations. The very light-

are made of suit material.

weight yet resistant trilaminate material is also
a good choice for a recreational diver.

The front zipper allows the user to don the suit
without assistance. The cover flap on the dry

The revised cut of the sleeves and shoulders

zipper protects the zipper from sand and dirt,

enable excellent mobility. The crotch seam is

as well as prevents the jacket from rubbing

renewed to prevent wear-and-tear and to pro-

against the zipper teeth.

vide even better abrasion resistance.
Weight (Size L): 3,8kg
The colour of the suit combined with the complete set of reflectors enhance the safety of all
dives. The reflecting triangle on the back reveals the direction of the diver to other members of the team. Integrated and adjustable
suspenders and the crotch strap enable a telescopic waist structure.
The suit is equipped with a warm neck collar for
added comfort in cold water dives. The warm
neck is compatible with most separate hoods.

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
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URSUIT HEAVY LIGHT LADY

Ursuit Heavy Light is a long-term favourite for

waist structure. These features combined with

several different purposes. The very lightweight

the Aquaseal zipper make the suit feel like a

yet resistant trilaminate material provides excel-

regular garment, and adapt to the user’s move-

lent performance for both entry level diver and

ments smoothly. The front zipper allows the user

an experienced one.

to don the suit without assistance. The cover

URSUIT DIVING DRY SUITS

flap on the dry zipper protects the zipper from
The revised cut of the sleeves and shoulders

sand and dirt, as well as prevents the jacket

enable excellent mobility. The crotch seam

from rubbing against the zipper teeth.

is renewed to prevent wear-and-tear and to
provide even better abrasion resistance. The

The roomy and easily accessible thigh pockets

light-build YKK Aquaseal PU zipper provides

are made from the same material as the suit it-

comfort and adaptibility to movement.

self.

The suit is equipped with a warm neck collar for

The lady model of the suit is bicoloured, with a

added comfort in cold water dives. The warm

red upper part and a black lower part.

neck is compatible with most separate hoods.
The suit has integrated suspenders, which to-

Weight (Size L): 3,6kg

gether with the crotch strap enable a telescopic

AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC,
and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
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URSUIT ONE ENDURANCE

The Ursuit One Endurance suit is designed for

Bellow type pockets on both thighs, divided into

heavy use in cold conditions for those, who

sections. The pocket flap is designed so that it is

want to have a robust suit with stylish slim de-

easy to open even with dry gloves on. Round

sign.

shape of the pocket is stylish but also pratical in
use. As a standard there is also a small pocket

The Ursuit One suits have a telescope waist

in the flap with zip closure.

structure which means inside the suit there are
integrated braces and together with the crotch

The suit has Tech Dry Boots that are lightweight

strap they form a telescope waist. Thanks to this

and flexible.

telescope waist construction of the suit, it feels
like a normal garment and ensures that the suit

Cordura reinforcements on shoulders, elbows,

adjusts to the user’s movements.

bottom and knees.

The front zipper allows you easily to dress the

Also available in Lady-sizing.

suit without outside help. The cover on the zipper protects the jacket from rubbing and keeps

Weight (Size L): 4,0g

the zipper clean from sand and dirt.
The warm neck structure keeps the separate
hood in right place. Since the warm neck is not
attached to the seam of the seal any kind of
hood can be used, even the one with longer
collar. This unique structure ensures that you
can use the suit also in a really cold water.
AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC, and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
19

URSUIT DIVING DRY SUITS

URSUIT ONE PERFORMANCE

The Ursuit One Performance is made of trilaminate

Simple bellow type pockets on both thighs. The

material, that is light, but yet flexible in use. It is

pocket flap is designed so that it is easy to open

a good choice also for diving in cold water, be-

even with dry gloves on. Round shape of the pock-

cause of the fabric.

et is stylish but also pratical in use.

The front zipper allows you easily to don the suit

The suit has Tech Dry Boots that are lightweight

without outside help. The cover on the zipper pro-

and flexible.

tects the jacket from rubbing and keeps the zipper
clean from sand and dirt.

Cordura reinforcements on shoulders, elbows,
bottom and knees.

The warm neck structure keeps the separate hood
in right place. Since the warm neck is not attached

Also available in Lady-sizing.

to the seam of the seal any kind of hood can be
used, even the one with longer collar. This unique

Weight (Size L): 3,6kg

structure ensures that you can use the suit also in a
really cold water.

AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC, and the standard EN 14225-2:2005
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URSUIT PURSUIT X3

The Ursuit Pursuit X3 is designed for hard work

Instead of the traditional neoprene hood the suit

and for extremely dirty working conditions. The

is also available with collar that can be used

model can be modified for special require-

with diving helmet and instead of neoprene

ments, such as for rescue or surface rescue

boots the suit is available with PU-working

tasks, or for heavy helmet diving.

boots with a steel reinforcement.

Thermoplastic polyurethanes stands good for

The suit is even more long-lasting thanks to the

example organic oil and is easy to clean from

back zipper with zip cover.

grease and other impurities. The seams of the
suit are fastened and sealed with high frequenz

As a special equipment for surface rescue op-

welding that allowes fastening without using

erators and rescue divers the suit is available

any glue and therefore seams are stronger than

with integrated inflatable buoyancy vest. As an

the material itself.

additional equipment also available with integrated loops that help and fasten dressing in

Despite it’s durability all the ergomical features

narrow spaces like fire trucks.

that improves working comfort has been taken
into account.

AVAILABLE COLORS:

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC
21

URSUIT HEAVY CHEM

Chemical protection suit for professional use
CE approved according to the standard EN 9432:2002, type 1b-ET gas-tight chemical protective
suit for emergency teams. Vented, gas and liquid-

URSUIT DIVING DRY SUITS

proof suit protects from several liquid and gaseous
chemicals. Breathing air supply to be worn outside
of the suit. Type-examined by the Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health.
Available on request, please contact sales.
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URSUIT X-TEX FINNFILL LIGHT 0,83CLO

The Ursuit X-Tex Finnfill underwear is elastic

The insulation of X-Tex Finnfill is measured in

and watertight, and it provides perfect thermal

international Clo-units that shows the real isola-

insulation. It is manufactured of a four layer

tion of the suit. In the Light modell the clo grade

material, with Finnfill fibre as insulating layer,

is 0,83. The breathable and watertight structure

and breathable watertight X-Tex membrane

of the suit is patented.

as intermediate layer. The surface is of elastic
and slippery tricot fabric, and the inner lining

The suit has vent holes in the armpits of the left

of fleece.

arm which assure the free circulation of air inside and outside of the underwear, and allows

The Finnfill insulation is the most distinctive

air control of the dry suit at any ascent speed.

property of X-Tex Finnfill underwear. Finnfill

Zipper with double locks, cheast pocket with

material is developed with the most renowned

zipper, large thigh pockets, elastic fabric in

research institutes and polymere manufactur-

collar, sleeves, ankles and a wide waist band.

ers. The structure of Finnfill insulation is unique.

Thumb loops and leg retainers ease donning.

The material does not lose its insulation capacity even after many times of washing. The Finnfill

Recommended for warm water diving and un-

insulating material does not break up like most

der immersion suits in normal conditions.

cotton-wool insulating materials, and therefore
it does not either get lumpy or flattened during
use or washing. The material also keeps the
main part of its insulation capacity when completely wet.

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/
EEC, and the standard EN 14058:2004
23

URSUIT X-TEX FINNFILL HEAVY 1,97CLO

Heavier version of the X-Tex Finnfill underwear.

it does not either get lumpy or flattened during

Suitable especially for cold water diving and

use or washing. The material also keeps the

under immersion suits in winter conditions.

main part of its insulation capacity when completely wet.

URSUIT UNDERWEAR

The Ursuit X-Tex Finnfill underwear is elastic
and watertight, and it provides perfect thermal

In the Heavy model the clo grade is 1,97. The

insulation. It is manufactured of a four layer

breathable and watertight structure of the suit

material, with Finnfill fibre as insulating layer,

is patented.

and breathable watertight X-Tex membrane
as intermediate layer. The surface is of elastic

The suit has vent holes in the armpits of the left

and slippery tricot fabric, and the inner lining

arm which assure the free circulation of air in-

of fleece.

side and outside of the underwear, and allows
air control of the dry suit at any ascent speed.

The Finnfill insulation is the most distinctive

Zipper with double locks, cheast pocket with

property of X-Tex Finnfill underwear. Finnfill

zipper, large thigh pockets, elastic fabric in

material is developed with the most renowned

collar, sleeves, ankles and a wide waist band.

research institutes and polymere manufactur-

Thumb loops and leg retainers ease donning.

ers. The structure of Finnfill insulation is unique.
The material does not lose its insulation capacity even after many times of washing. The Finnfill
insulating material does not break up like most
cotton-wool insulating materials, and therefore

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/
EEC, and the standard EN 14058:2004
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URSUIT X-TEX FINNFILL XTREME

Our warmest underwear for cold water diving.
Ursuit Xtreme underwear is elastic and made
of watertight material. It provides a perfect
thermal insulation. The four layer material has
a special thermal wadding as insulating layer
and breathable watertight X-Tex -membrane
as intermediate layer. The surface is of elastic
tricot and the inner lining of fleece. Double insulation on the chest and thighs to maximize the
thermal stability.

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/
EEC, and the standard EN 14058:2004
25

URSUIT UNDERWEAR

URSUIT X-TEX FINNFILL LADY

The Ursuit X-Tex Finnfill underwear is elastic

The suit has vent holes in the armpits of the left

and watertight, and it provides perfect thermal

arm which assure the free circulation of air in-

insulation. It is manufactured of a four layer

side and outside of the underwear, and allows

material, with Finnfill fibre as insulating layer,

air control of the dry suit at any ascent speed.

and breathable watertight X-Tex membrane

Zipper with double locks, cheast pocket with

as intermediate layer. The surface is of elastic

zipper, large thigh pockets, elastic fabric in

and slippery tricot fabric, and the inner lining

collar, sleeves, ankles and a wide waist band.

of fleece.

Thumb loops and leg retainers ease donning.

The Finnfill insulation is the most distinctive prop-

The light model is recommended for warm wa-

erty of X-Tex Finnfill underwear. The structure of

ter diving and under immersion suits in normal

Finnfill insulation is unique. The material does

conditions. The Heavy model is suitable espe-

not lose its insulation capacity even after many

cially for cold water diving and under immer-

times of washing. The Finnfill insulating material

sion suits in winter conditions.

does not break up like most cotton-wool insulating materials, and therefore it does not either
get lumpy or flattened during use or washing.
The insulation of X-Tex Finnfill is measured in
international Clo-units that shows the real isolation of the suit. In the Light modell the clo grade
is 0,83, in the Heavy model the clo grade is
1,97. The breathable and watertight structure
of the suit is patented.

Light

Heavy

The suits are CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC, and the standard EN 14058:2004
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URSUIT SFU

The Ursuit SFU (Seamless Functional Under-

worn next to the skin. The skin remains dry and

wear) is a technical underwear for active use.

cool even during and after a hard exercise.

The Ursuit SFU underwear is produced with

Between the Ursuit SFU underwear and the dry

seamless knitting technique and is therefore

suit we recommend the use of an X-Tex® Finnfill

comfortable in use - like a second skin.

Light or Heavy thermal undersuit, to create the
necessary thermal insulation.

Material: 67% Polypropylene, 26% polyamide, 7% elastane.

Washing instruction for the product: 40°C,
without rinsing agent. No drying machine, no

The Material is breathable and antibacterial

bleaching.

which prevents odor. Therefore the Ursuit SFU
is the underwear for the most demanding user.

Available in male and female sizes.

The Ursuit SFU underwear is designed especially to be used underneath a dry suit, to be
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URSUIT SIZE CHARTS, DIVING DRY SUITS
Ursuit size chart, men

XS
S short
S
S tall
M short
M
M tall
L short
L
L tall
XL short
XL
XL tall
XXL short
XXL
XXL tall
XXXL short
XXXL

height (1)
150-155
152-157
157-164
164-170
160-166
166-174
174-180
170-176
176-182
182-190
178-184
184-191
191-198
186-193
193-200
200-208
195-202
202-210

chest (2)
80-86
86-96
86-96
86-96
96-104
96-104
96-104
104-112
104-112
104-112
112-120
112-120
112-120
120-128
120-128
120-128
128-136
128-136

Ursuit size chart, women

waist (3)
65-70
70-80
70-80
70-80
80-90
80-90
80-90
90-100
90-100
90-100
100-110
100-110
100-110
110-120
110-120
110-120
120-130
120-130

hips (4)
80-86
86-94
86-94
86-94
94-102
94-102
94-102
102-110
102-110
102-110
110-118
110-118
110-118
118-126
118-126
118-126
126-134
126-134

inner leg (5)
73
73
75
79
77
81
84
83
86
90
88
92
95
94
97
99
97
99

std shoe size
39/UK 6/US 7
39/UK 6/US 7
39/UK 6/US 7
39/UK 6/US 7
42/UK 8/US 9
42/UK 8/US 9
42/UK 8/US 9
43/UK 9/US10
43/UK 9/US10
43/UK 9/US10
44/UK 10/US11
44/UK 10/US11
44/UK 10/US11
47/UK 12/US 13
47/UK 12/US 13
47/UK 12/US 13
47/UK 12/US 13
48/UK 13/US14

All sizes in centimeters.
NECK SEAL, LATEX

WRIST SEAL, LATEX

NEOPRENE HOOD

Size

Neck circumference, cm

Size

Wrist circumference, cm

Size

Head circumference, cm

S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

-30
30-40
41-42
43-45
46-48
48-

S
M
L
XL
XXL

13-15
15-17
17-19
19-21
21-23

S
M
L
XL
XXL

54-56
56-58
58-60
60-62
62-64

NECK SEAL, SILICONE

WRIST SEAL, SILICONE

small

small
normal

normal

28

22-30

28-37

10,6-15
13,2-17

2
3
4

1

height (1)
145-153
XS
S short 150-156
156-164
S
164-170
S tall
M short 158-164
164-172
M
172-178
M tall
L short 166-172
172-180
L
180-184
L tall
XL short 174-180
180-184
XL

chest (2)
72-80
80-88
80-88
80-88
88-96
88-96
88-96
96-104
96-104
96-104
104-116
104-116

waist (3)
60-64
64-72
64-72
64-72
72-80
72-80
72-80
80-88
80-88
80-88
88-100
88-100

5
MADE TO MEASURE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Head / Hood size
Neck / Seal size
Chest
Waist
Hip
Thigh
Calf
Ankle
Biceps
Lower arm
Wrist / Seal size
Neck - crotch
Crotch - floor
Neck - wrist
Shoulder - wrist
Total length
Weight
Shoe size

hips (4)
80-88
88-96
88-96
88-96
96-104
96-104
96-104
104-112
104-112
104-112
112-124
112-124

inner leg (5)
68
70
72
75
74
77
79
79
82
83
82
84

std shoe size
36-37/UK4/US 5
38/UK 5/US 6
38/UK 5/US 6
38/UK 5/US 6
39/UK 6/US 7
39/UK 6/US 7
39/UK 6/US 7
40-41/UK 7/US8
40-41/UK 7/US8
40-41/UK 7/US8
40-41/UK 7/US8
40-41/UK 7/US8

URSUIT SIZE CHARTS, IMMERSION SUITS

Immersion suits, UNISEX
Suit size
S
M
L
XL
XXL

User’s length (1)
152-164 cm
164-170 cm
170-182 cm
182-194 cm
194-200 cm

Standard size
User’s chest (2)
88-96 cm
96-104 cm
104-112 cm
112-120 cm
120-128 cm

Hips circumference (3)
86-94 cm
94-102 cm
102-110 cm
110-118 cm
118-126 cm

Socks / Boots
S/ 40
M/ 42
L/ 44
XL/ 46
XXL/ 48

Hood
M
M
L
XL
XXL

Gloves
S
M
L
XL
XXL

User’s chest (2)
72-80 cm
80-88 cm
88-96 cm
96-104 cm

Hips circumference (3)
80-88 cm
88-96 cm
96-104 cm
104-112 cm

Socks / Boots
XXS/ 37
XS/ 38
S/ 40
M/ 42

Hood
S
S
M
L

Gloves
S
S
M
L

User’s chest (2)
58-64 cm
64-71 cm
71-80 cm

Socks
33-34
35-36
37-38

Immersion suits, LADY
Suit size
XS
S
M
L

User’s length (1)
148-156cm
156-164 cm
164-172 cm
172-180 cm

Immersion suits, JUNIOR
Suit size
Jr S (Small)
Jr M (Medium)
Jr L (Large)

User’s length (1)
100-120 cm
120-140 cm
140-160 cm

If needed we will offer ‘made to measure’ option as well.
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URSUIT PROFESSIONAL DRY SUITS

URSUIT SEA HORSE SAR

The non insulated Ursuit® Sea Horse SAR

telescope design the trousers do not fall down

(5020II) is designed for hard professional use.

in the way they may do in a normal one piece

It has been chosen by the defence forces, bor-

overall. Persons of different height can use the

der guards, sea rescue associations, and mer-

same suit without the ergonomic features being

chant vessels in several European countries. Es-

weakened.

pecially for open sea conditions it has proved
to be by far the best of immersion suits.

Neck seal: 2,5 mm super stretch neoprene. For
easy donning, rubber surface is on the outside.

Material: Gore-Tex® fabric based upon the
ePTFE membrane, which lets vapour penetrate

Wrist seals: super stretch neoprene, easy to

but which is completely watertight.

don and doff. The neoprene also keeps you
warm in cold conditions.

Seam construction: double seams so that the
seam will not open even when worn. Inside the

Thermal hood: 3 mm neoprene, protects

seams are heat seal taped and reinforced to be

against cold water.

100 % watertight.
The Ursuit Sea Horse SAR suit is SOLAS apDry zipper: opens from the right hip up to the

proved, 1hr.

left shoulder. The position of the zipper as well
as its opening direction minimize the disadvan-

AES approved together with AES vest 70N.

tages of a heavy zipper when sitting and moving around.
Telescope waist: integrated braces keep the
trouser part up at the same time as the crotch
strap keeps the upper part down. Thanks to the
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC
and the standard EN ISO 15027-1.
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URSUIT RDS WE WIND ENERGY

A special model of the popular RDS Rapid

Socks made of same fabric as the suit itself ena-

Donning Suit especially made to meet the de-

bles use of any professional footwear.

mands of the offshore industry.
Knee and back reinforcements made of CorduCollar structure is open, which eases donning

ra material.

and enables ventilation in warm weather.
Hood: attached hood, which protects against
Material: Gore-Tex® fabric based upon the

wind and rain. Separate 3 mm neoprene hood,

ePTFE membrane, allowing vapour to get

which protects against cold water.

through but remaining completely watertight.
Gloves: integrated 3mm 5-finger neoprene
Seam construction: double seams so that the

gloves in sleeve pockets.

seam will not open even when worn. Inside the
seams are heat seal taped and reinforced to be

The Ursuit RDS WE suit is SOLAS approved,

100 % watertight.

1hr.

Reflective tapes: The suit is equipped with

AES approved together with AES vest 70N.

several reflective tapes in right places, which
assures visibility in all conditions. The soft and
durable reflective tapes are developed by 3M
in accordance with the directive on marine
equipment.

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC
and the standard EN ISO 15027-1.
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RDS RAPID DONNING SUIT

RDS suit is especially suitable for emergency

Boots: Polyurethane boots with broad fitting

situations with quick departures. It is light and

and strong non slip soles.

URSUIT PROFESSIONAL DRY SUITS

comfortable and it’s suitable for authorities as a
boating suit and for leisure boating and fishing.

Knee and back reinforcements: Cordura.

Collar structure is open, which eases donning

Thermal hood: separate 3 mm neoprene hood,

and enables ventilation in warm weather.

which protects against cold water. Attached
hood, which protects against wind and rain.

Material: Gore-Tex® fabric based upon the
ePTFE membrane, allowing vapour to get

Gloves: integrated 3mm 5-finger neoprene

through but remaining completely watertight.

gloves in sleeve pockets.

Seam construction: double seams so that the

The Ursuit RDS is SOLAS approved, 1hr.

seam will not open even when worn. Inside the
seams are heat seal taped and reinforced to be
100% watertight.

Reflective tapes: The suit is equipped with
several reflective tapes in right places, which
assures visibility in all conditions. The soft and
durable reflective tapes are developed by 3M
in accordance with the directive on marine
equipment.

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC and the standard EN ISO 15027-1.
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AES approved together with AES vest 70N.

URSUIT RDS ETSO

The RDS ETSO is specially designed as an off-

Supplied in a carrying bag.

shore helicopter transit suit. The suit is made of
highly breathable, flame resistant Gore-Tex

The Ursuit RDS ETSO is SOLAS 1hr approved

Nomex.

with or without the liner and ETSO-2C503
approved with the liner.

The RDS ETSO includes a a special detachable liner containing high-tech Outlast material,
which is able to adapt to varying heat conditions by absorbing and releasing heat energy.
Due to the open-neck structure, the RDS ETSO
is very quick to don and doff. Also, when necessary, the ventilation of the suit is very easy.
Socks made of same fabric as the suit itself enables use of any professional footwear.
Knee and back reinforcements made of Cordura material.
Attached splash hood, which protects against
wind and rain. In addition a separate 3 mm
neoprene hood, which protects against cold
water. 3mm 5-finger neoprene gloves are integrated in sleeve pockets.
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URSUIT PROFESSIONAL DRY SUITS

URSUIT OVER WATER FLIGHT SUIT (5030)

A working suit for the pilots and the crew mem-

zippers. Reinforcement on the knees. Reinforce-

bers, which is made of the breathable and

ment at the backside. Dry zipper from the left

wear resistant three-layer Gore-Tex laminate.

shoulder to the right hip.

Material: most durable Gore-Tex® three layer

Integrated braces. 2 large thigh pockets with

fabric which breathes. On a request also avail-

velcro fasteners, velcro fasteners for chart

able in NOMEX (additional price).

pockets. Knife pocket on the right thigh. Phone
pocket on the left thigh. Chest pockets with zip-

Seams: double seams so that the seam does not

pers. 2 velcro fasteners for the attachment of

open even if worn. Inside heat seal taping and

badges on both shoulders.

reinforcement that guarantees 100 % water
tightness.

2 light pockets on the sleeves. 2 pen pockets on
the sleeves. 2 leg pockets. Wrist seals of super

Colour: orange or green. Sizes: 46 – 58.

stretch neoprene, keep the wrists warm. Thermal 5-finger gloves of neoprene, with velcro

Reflective tapes: the suit is equipped with sever-

fasteners. Thermal hood of 3 mm neoprene.

al reflective tapes in right places, which assure
visibility in all conditions. The soft and durable
reflective tapes are developed by 3M in accordance with the directive on marine equipment.
Adjustable waist elastic. Gore-Tex® socks, leg

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC
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URSUIT BASIC

An affordable basic suit with SOLAS approval.

A PU-zipper form the shoulder to the hips. Integrated sleeve pockets with the neoprene

Together with AES 70 N Buoyancy Vest the im-

gloves.

mersion suit becomes a so called AES suit (Anti

The Ursuit Basic suit is SOLAS approved.

Exposure Suit). The combination is in accordance with the requirements of the Directive for
Marine Equipment 96/98/EC (MED).
The suits material is waterproof and breathable
4-Tex fabric.
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URSUIT 5001

An abandonment suit for the crew on board in

Oil resistant rubber soles. Adjustment straps

merchant vessels and open rescue boats and

at the ankles. Dry zipper opens at the left ear.

isolated survival and rescue suit for the crew on

Chest pocket with velcro fastener. Whistle.

board in fishing boats.

Buddy line on the left sleeve. Attached 5-finger

URSUIT PROFESSIONAL DRY SUITS

thermal gloves, with polyurethane surface. AtMaterial: flame retardant 5 mm cell neoprene.

tached neoprene hood with face seal.

Seams: glued and sewn.

The Ursuit 5001 suit is SOLAS approved (6 hr).

Colour: red.
Reflective tapes: placed in accordance with the
directive on marine equipment.
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URSUIT ONE SIZE

The One Size is a patented suit (patent no

Seam construction: The double seams have an

95554), which adapts itself to the measure-

inside elastic, which allows the suit to expand to

ments of the user. One Size is the suit for ad-

the measurements of the user. Inside the seams

venture travelling and rib safari excursions. It is

are heat seal taped and reinforced for 100%

also the right choice for companies with rental

water tightness.

activities, that wish to take care of the safety of
their customers, in all conditions. Thanks to the

Reflective tapes: The suit is equipped with

construction of the model the need for different

several reflective tapes in right places, which

sizes is minimised.

assure visibility in all conditions. The soft and
durable reflective tapes are developed by 3M

One Size is approved in accordance with the

in accordance with the directive on marine

directive on marine equipment. It is also suita-

equipment.

ble for the varying personnel and passengers
on board merchant vessels. One Size grows or

The Ursuit One Size is SOLAS approved (1hr).

gets smaller together with the user. The smallest family members do not have to be left on
shore or be sent out to sea without adequate
equipment.
Material: Vapour permeable and watertight
4-Tex.
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URSUIT RDS RAPID DONNING SUIT

The Ursuit RDS suit is especially suitable for the

assure visibility in all conditions. The soft and

user’s who are looking for a suit that is quick

durable reflective tapes are developed by 3M

and easy to don. It is light and comfortable and

in accordance with the directive on marine

it is suitable for authorities as a boating suit and

equipment.

URSUIT PROFESSIONAL DRY SUITS

for leisure boating and fishing.
Boots: Polyurethane boots with broad fitting
Collar structure is open, which eases dressing

and strong non slip soles.

and enables ventilation in warm weather.
Knee and back reinforcements made of CorduMaterial: Gore-Tex® fabric based upon the

ra material.

ePTFE membrane, allowing vapour to get
through but remaining completely watertight.

Thermal hood: 3 mm neoprene hood, which
protects against cold water. Attached hood,

Seam construction: double seams so that the

which protects against wind and rain.

seam will not open even when worn. Inside the
seams are heat seal taped and reinforced to be
100 % watertight.
Reflective tapes: The suit is equipped with
several reflective tapes in right places, which

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC
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DRY
SUITS
FOR MILITARY
USE
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URSUIT RDF

An immersion suit for professional use.

Leg protectors with zippers and pockets. Wrist
seal protectors with Velcro closure.

URSUIT MILITARY DRY SUITS

A tactical dry suit for special forces and professionals, manufactured of breathable and wear

Standard equipment: Separate neoprene hood

resistant three-layer Gore-Tex® laminate.

and gloves, carrying / storage bag.

Seams: double seams so that the seam does
not open even if worn. Inside heat seal taping
and reinforcement that guarantees 100% water tightness.
Construction: One piece suit with integrated
socks. Braces inside. Neoprene seals at neck
and wrists. Spray hood in the protecting collar.
Designed to be used with a helmet. Reinforcements on knees and back.
Details: Plastic front zipper, opening from the
left shoulder to the right hip. Platic pee zip.
Pen pocket on both sleeves. Velcro tapes for
badges. Phone pocket with zipper closure on
the chest.

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC
References: The Finnish Border Guard, The Finnish Coast Guard, The Finnish Customs, The Finnish Police
Forces, The Italian Navy Forces.
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URSUIT ATOS

Ursuit ATOS - A tactical dry suit for special

Standard equipment: Separate neoprene hood

forces and professionals, manufactured of

and gloves, carrying / storage bag.

breathable and wear resistant three-layer
Gore-Tex® laminate.
Inside heat seal taping and reinforcement that
guarantees 100% water tightness. One piece
suit with telescope waist, integrated socks, suspenders. Neoprene seals at neck and wrists.
Spray hood in the protecting collar.
Reinforcements on knees and back. Metal front
zipper, opening from the left shoulder to the
right hip. Metallic relief zipper. Pen pocket on
both sleeves. Velcro tapes for badges. Phone
pocket with zipper closure on the chest. Thigh
pockets with zipper closure + detachable map
pocket and m.o.l.l.e. pocket. Leg protectors
with zippers and pockets..

References: The Finnish Defence Forces, The Swedish Sea Police in Stockholm and Visby, The German Sea Police in Kiel (SEK).
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URSUIT EASY

The Ursuit Easy is a stylish dry suit that is easy

attaching of a Squeeze Lock knife (the knife it-

to don and doff. Its comfort and appearance

self is optional).

URSUIT DRY SUITS FOR WATER ACTIVITIES

are similar to those of normal clothing, yet it is
completely waterproof - like any other Ursuit

Material: Vapor permeable and water tight

dry suit.

4-Tex® fabric.

The front zipper opens at the neck seal, assur-

Prominent reflective tapes assure the visibility.

ing easy and fast donning. The dry zipper is
covered by a protecting flap with push buttons.

The wrist and neck seals are made of elastic
neoprene, making donning easier and adding

The high collar with fleece lining is detachable

to the thermal insulation at the wrists and neck.

when not required, which in some circumstances may be a good option. A protecting hood is

Separate neoprene gloves and hood give ad-

found inside the collar. Thanks to the integrated

ditional thermal protection.

socks, you can choose the footwear which fits
your needs in the best possible way.

Knee and back reinforcements.

The Ursuit Easy is not just a dry suit for water
activities, but a suit for all kinds of use when you
want to stay 100% dry. Thanks to the stylish
design, this suit looks more like normal clothing
than a dry suit. The fit is also optimal for women
thanks to the adjustable waist band.
Water tight chest pockets are standard. The
thigh pocket is equipped with fasteners for the
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC
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AVAILABLE COLORS:

URSUIT MPS MULTI PURPOSE SUIT

A unique drysuit to combine with any other

100 % watertight.

clothing.

Integrated socks.

The Ursuit MPS Multi Purpose Suit is a very

Extremely light double lock zipper.

lightweight dry suit to be worn under an outer
garment like a traditional foul-weather gear.

Neck seal and wrist seals warming and water-

Thanks to the breathable Gore-Tex®-fabric,

proof 3mm neoprene. Easy to don and doff.

the MPS will keep you dry, even when worn together with outer clothing that does not breathe.

Weight under 1kg (size L).

The Ursuit MPS is suitable for all kinds of boat-

Also available in children sizes.

ing, fishing, paddling and for example nordic
skating.
Seam construction: double seams so that the
seam will not open even when worn. Inside the
seams are heat seal taped and reinforced to be

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive 89/686/EEC
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URSUIT DRY SUITS FOR WATER ACTIVITIES

URSUIT SEA HORSE

A top quality suit for the most demanding user.

rable reflective tapes are made in accordance

The Ursuit Sea Horse model includes all of the

with the directive on marine equipment.

best properties of an immersion suit. Its ergo-

Knee and back reinforcement

nomics is of its very own class and the comfort
is superior. Thanks to the telescope waist con-

Dry zipper is situated from the right hip up to

struction it fits well and it is comfortable and

the left shoulder. The position of the zipper mini-

light to wear. It keeps you dry regardless of

mise the disadvantages of a heavy zipper when

how long you will stay in water. It functions per-

sitting and moving around.

fectly, in all conditions.
Telescope waist: integrated braces keep the
Material: Gore-Tex® fabric based upon the

trouser part up at the same time as the crotch

ePTFE membrane, which lets vapour penetrate

strap keeps the upper part down. Thanks to the

but which is completely waterproof.

telescope design the trousers do not fall down
in the way they may do in a one piece overall.

Seam construction: double seams so that the

Persons of different height can use the same suit

seam will not open even when worn. Inside the

without weakening the ergonomic features.

seams are heat seal taped and reinforced to be
100% watertight.
Reflective tapes: The suit is equipped with several reflective tapes in right places, which assures visibility in all conditions. The soft and du-

AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the
directive 89/686/EEC
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URSUIT SEA HORSE COMFORT

Sea Horse Comfort means a state of physical ease

The dry zipper is placed from the right hip up to the

and freedom to focus on the essentials – stay com-

left shoulder. The position of the zipper minimizes the

fortably dry. Thanks to the telescope waist construc-

disadvantages of zipper when sitting and moving

tion it fits well and it is comfortable and light to wear.

around.

It keeps you dry regardless of how long you will stay
in water. It functions perfectly, in all conditions.

Telescope waist: integrated braces keep the trouser
part up at the same time as the crotch strap keeps the

Material: vapour permeable and water tight 4-Tex®.

upper part down. Thanks to the telescope design the
trousers do not fall down in the way they may do in

Seam construction: double seams so that the seam

a one piece overall. Persons of different height can

will not open even when worn. Inside the seams are

use the same suit without weakening the ergonomic

heat seal taped and reinforced to be 100% water-

features.

tight.
Reflective tapes: The suit is equipped with several reflective tapes in right places, which assures visibility
in all conditions. The soft and durable reflective tapes
are made in accordance with the directive on marine
equipment.
Knee and back reinforcement are made of durable
Cordura fabric.
Relief zipper as standard.

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC
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URSUIT GEMINO OPERATIVE

The Ursuit Gemino Operative presents the

Large, splash waterproof pockets on both

newest technology in the field. Thanks to the

thighs.

URSUIT DRY SUITS FOR WATER ACTIVITIES

two-piece structure you can separate the jacket
and the trousers for example while at land. The

Anorak style jacket with a large central pocket.

Ursuit® Gemino Operative is a stylish suit, that
keeps you dry and in the swim under all condi-

Leg and wrist tightening with reflective tapes.

tions, no matter whether your passion is fishing,
boating, paddling or rapid shooting.

High collar that is lined with water resistant
fleece.

Material: four-layer 4-Tex®, that is breathable

Inside the collar yellow fluorescent

hood.

but still waterproof.
Braces in trousers. Fly zipper. Waist band. InSeam structure: patented seam structure, that is

cludes separate neoprene hood and gloves. In

based on the Flat Seam technology. Because

upper part of the trousers a pocket for phone.

of this technology the multiple layers can be
avoided.

Available in red and black.
On a request also available in orange Gore-

Neck and wrist seals are made of waterproof

Tex (SOLAS approved).

and warming Super Stretch neoprene.
Knee and back reinforcements.
Thanks to integrated 4-Tex® socks you can
choose shoes that fits best for your needs.
AVAILABLE COLORS:
Suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC and the standard EN ISO 15027-1.
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URSUIT GEMINO VENTURE

Ursuit’s two-piece drysuit Ursuit® Gemino Ven-

The jacket flab can be tightened with adjustable

ture with light Gore-Tex keeps you dry in all

velcro straps. Canoeist: the hem of the jacket is

conditions, no matter whether your passion is

long enough to cover the rim of the spraydeck.

fishing, boating or paddling. Like other Ursuit
suits Gemino Venture is designed with a long

Knee and backside reinforcement of durable

lifespan. All the details are results of a long

Cordura® fabric.

R&D. The CE mark stands for the guarantee of
the quality and safety.

Trousers are made of durable Gore-Tex® (185
g/m² ) for additional endurance. The design is

Material:Lighter Gore-Tex for optimal mobility

ideal for e.g. paddling or fishing where the mobility is needed.

Latex neck and wrist seals assure the water
tightness.

Thanks to intergrated Gore-Tex® socks you
can choose shoes that fits best for your needs.

Reflective hood with the high thermal collar.
Jacket is lighter Gore-Tex® (135 g/m² ) which
is optimal for extreme mobility. Design allows
wide movement of hands which is ideal for e.g.
fishing or paddling.

The suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC
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URSUIT GEMINO ACTIVE

The two-piece Ursuit® Gemino Active is de-

Thanks to integrated 4-Tex® socks you can

signed for active water sports and it fullfills even

choose shoes that fit best for your needs.

URSUIT DRY SUITS FOR WATER ACTIVITIES

the toughest expectations.
In upper part of the trousers a pocket for phone.
Material: four-layer 4-Tex®, that is breathable
but still waterproof.

Braces in trousers. Waist band. Includes separate neoprene hood and gloves and carrying

Seam structure: patented seam structure, that is

bag.

based on the Flat Seam-technology. Because
of this technology the multiple layers can be

On a request also available in orange Gore-

avoided.

Tex.

Neck and wrist seals: waterproof and warming

The orange Gemino Active is SOLAS approved

Super Stretch neoprene.

1hr.

Knee and back reinforcements.

AVAILABLE COLORS:
The suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC and the standard EN ISO 15027-1.
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URSUIT AWS ACTIVE WATERSPORT SUIT

AWS Active Watersport Suit is manufactured

Neck seal: Patterned 2,5 mm super stretch ne-

for paddling, dinghy sailing and for other ac-

oprene. For easy dressing the patterned rubber

tivities done in a sitting position. The simple de-

surface is on the outside.

sign concentrates on the most essential features:
comfort and keeping dry, leaving out excessive

Wrist seals: super stretch neoprene, easy to

details. The suit design considers especially the

dress and undress. The neoprene also keeps

different measurements of the back and the

your wrists warm in cold conditions.

front parts, to achieve maximum comfort in a
sitting position.

Thermal hood and gloves: 3 mm neoprene
hood protects your head against cold water.

Material: Vapour permeable and water tight

The gloves are 5-finger type and made of 3

4-Tex®.

mm neoprene.

Seam structure: patented seam structure, that is

Knee and back reinforcement.

based on the Flat Seam-technology. Because
of this technology the multiple layers can be

Weight ca. 1,4kg (size L).

avoided.
Also available in children and lady sizes.
Reflective tapes: The suit is equipped with
several reflective tapes in right places, which
assure visibility in all conditions. The soft and
durable reflective tapes are in accordance with
the directive on marine equipment.

AVAILABLE COLORS:
Suit is CE-approved according to the directive
89/686/EEC
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URSUIT TECHWEAR JACKET & PANTS

Stylish black softshell jacket with reflectors on

Material 96% polyester, 4% spandex.

the sleeves, water repelling material and splat-

URSUIT STREETWEAR

ter resistant zippers. Big Ursuit logo on the back.

Available in male and female sizes.

URSUIT WINTER JACKET

Warm Ursuit -winter jacket with zipper pockets
and detachable hood.
Material 100% polyester.
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URSUIT KNITTED SHIRT

Black knitted shirt with Ursuit logo.Material
100% Merinowool.
Available in male and female sizes.

URSUIT HOODIE 1964

A stylish black hoodie with Ursuit text. Zipper in
front. Zipper pockets on both sides.
Available in male and female sizes.
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URSUIT T-SHIRT

URSUIT STREETWEAR

T-shirt with a stylish text print.

URSUIT T-SHIRT - DIVER

T-shirt with a stylish dive print.
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URSUIT T-SHIRT - SEAHORSE

T-shirt with a stylish sea horse print.

URSUIT T-SHIRT - LADY SEAHORSE

T-shirt with a stylish print.
Lady sizing only.
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URSUIT POLO-SHIRT

Black polo shirt with Ursuit logo. Red stripes on
the sleeves. Buttons in front.
Available in male and female sizes.

URSUIT KNITTED BEANIE

Black knitted beanie with Ursuit logo in the front.

URSUIT NHL STYLE BEANIE

Legendary NHL hat with Ursuit design.
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URSUIT HEAD SCARF

Scarf with a stylish Ursuit print. Reversible.

URSUIT BELT

Elastic black belt with metal buckle.

URSUIT CAP

Black cap with Ursuit logo in the front.
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WWW.URSUIT.COM
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